The standard pebble game on a nite dag D is de ned as follows. At a n y point in the game, some nodes of D will have pebbles on them. A con guration is a subset of the nodes, comprising just those nodes that have pebbles on them. A legal move consists in either:
removing a pebble from a node a, o r placing a pebble on a node a 0 such that all the immediate predecessors of a 0 have pebbles on them, or leaving the con guration unchanged (this one is needed for technical reasons).
An input node b is one that has no immediate predecessors, i.e. its in-degree = 0, and therefore a pebble may be placed on b at any time. A legal move goes from a con guration C to a new con guration C 0 , and is therefore represented by the pair (C C 0 ). A calculation is a sequence of con gurations, each successive pair of which b e i n g a legal move. A calculation is said to reach a n o d e a if it includes a in one of its con gurations.
The pebble game on a nite dag is usually examined to study questions of time-space trade-o s. \Time" corresponds to the numberofmoves in a calculation and \space" to the maximum number of nodes in any con guration in this calculation. The dag's usually have e x a c t l y one output node, i.e. a node with out-degree = 0. We can state the aim of the pebble game on a nite dag D as follows:
Determine a lower bound on the number of pebbles required by a calculation that begins with the empty con guration and reaches the output node of D.
We have just described the basic pebble game on nite dag's, the so-called \black pebble game". There are several generalizations of the game on nite dag's, introduced for various applications in computer science. 1 We now introduce the in nite pebble game. The game is played on an in nite dag D. The concepts of \con guration" and \legal move" are the same as in the case of the nite pebble game (a con guration C is a subset of the nodes of D, while a legal move either removes a n o d e a from C or adds a node a 0 to C provided all the immediate predecessors of a 0 are in C). The aim of the pebble game on an in nite dag D is:
Determine a lower bound on the number of pebbles required b y a c alculation (necessarily in nite) that begins with the empty con guration and reaches every node of D. We s a y that a dag D is n-accessible, o r accessible to the n-pebble game, if there is a calculation that begins with the empty con guration, reaches the output node of D (if D is nite) or reaches all the nodes of D (if D is in nite), and uses at most n pebbles. The !-pebble game is the one which can use countably many pebbles. We say that a dag D is !-accessible if it is accessible to the !-pebble game.
It is easy to see that a dag D is !-accessible i every node in D has nitely many predecessors (not necessarily all immediate). No calculation starting from the empty con guration can reach a l l the nodes of a dag which is not !-accessible. We therefore limit our attention to dag's D such that:
1. D is !-accessible, and 2. D contains only nitely many input nodes Requirement 1, !-accessibility, is stronger than well-foundedness in a well-founded dag there are no in nite descending chains, but this does not preclude the presence of nodes with in nitely many predecessors. Requirement 2, the restriction to nitely many input nodes, is added in order to make some of the de nitions below compatible.
We need a ner view of the accessibility properties of a dag D. Following standard terminology in algebra, we s a y D is locally nite if every node in D has nitely many successors (not necessarily all immediate), and that D is uniformly locally nite if there is a constant k > 1 such that every node in D has at most k successors (not necessarily all immediate). We s a y D is uniformly locally nite w.r.t. bounded space if for every n > 1, there is a k n > 1 such that every calculation of the n-pebble game on D reaches at most k n nodes.
If D is uniformly locally nite, then D is uniformly locally nite w.r.t. bounded space in Section 4 we s h o w the opposite implication is not always true.
It is also clear that if D is uniformly locally nite, then D is locally nite, and the opposite implication does not always hold. On the other hand, the class of locally nite dag's and the class of dag's that are uniformly locally nite w.r.t. bounded space are incomparable, i.e. neither contains the other. This last result, although not used in the applications of Sections 5 and 6, is easily derived from the analysis of Section 4.
Applying the In nite Pebble Game
A nite dag D is always accessible to the jDj-pebble game, where jDj is the number of nodes in D. What makes the nite pebble game interesting is the possibility that fewer than jDj pebbles will also su ce. Using fewer than jDj pebbles will generally increase the time (the numberofmoves) required to reach the output node of D, and the hard question is usually to determine how time increases as the number of pebbles is decreased.
Similarly, w h a t m a k es the in nite pebble game interesting is the fact that an in nite !-accessible dag D may not ben-accessible for every nite n > 1 . In each of the applications below w e w ant t o prove that a certain resource cannot be nitely bounded. The resource in question in the Salomaa theorem is the number of \occurrences of variables in derivations in a context-free grammar" in the Tiuryn-Erimbetov theorem, the resource is the number of \memory locations used by a program". In each case this resource is simulated by the number of pebbles used in a game on an appropriately de ned in nite dag. In our in nite pebble game there are no time considerations. From the moment w e prove that in nitely many pebbles are required to reach all the nodes of a dag, there is clearly no question of trading time (moves) for space (pebbles).
Two Speci c In nite Dag's
Let hf a i be a rst-order signature, where f is a binary function symbol and a is a zero-ary (constant) symbol. We de ne A to bethe set of all terms over hf a i, i.e., A is the least set such that:
A fag ff(t u) j t u 2 A g To turn A into a dag, we place an arrow from t 2 A to u 2 A i u = f(t t 0 ) o r u = f(t 0 t ) for some t 0 2 A . It is clear that A is !-accessible (every node has nitely many predecessors).
We consider another dag B. The set of nodes of B is !, the set of all the natural numbers. For every integer n > 0 w e place an arrow from n to n + 1 , a s w ell as an arrow f r o m n to 2n + 1 and an arrow f r o m n to 2n + 2 . The dag B is conveniently viewed as two superimposed dag's, B 1 and B 2 . B 1 is the ordinary linear order of the natural numbers. B 2 is the complete binary tree, where 0 i s the root node and the nodes of the k-th level are 2 k ; 1 : : : 2 k+1 ; 2. It is clear that B is also an in nite !-accessible dag. An initial fragment of B is shown below: B 1 is described by the dashed arrows, and B 2 by the plain arrows. 15 16 17 Lemmas 1 and 2 are simple and intuitive facts about the pebble game on an arbitrary dag (not only A or B), nite or in nite. We give formal proofs for the sake of completeness. If a and b are nodes in a dag D, w e write a ;! b if there is an arrow from a to b. The transitive closure of ;! is denoted + ;!, and its re exive transitive closure ;!.
Lemma 1 Let C be a con guration of the n-pebble game on a dag D, with n > 1. Let a 2 D and b 2 C such a + ;! b. If is a calculation of the n-pebble game on D starting with C such that: in every con guration C 0 of , at least one element c 2 C 0 is such that b ;! c, and reaches a, then there exists a calculation b of the (n ; 1)-pebble game on D that starts with the con guration C n f bg and reaches a. Proof: Intuitively, because b is not a predecessor of a, it follows that b (and all its successors) can be omitted from the calculation reaching a. More formally, l e t be the sequence of con gurations C 0 C 1 C 2 : : : , where C 0 = C. Let k 2 ! bethe least numbersuch that a 2 C k . De ne a new sequence of con gurations b
C j = C j n f c j b ;! cg for every j = 1 : : : k . Clearly, j b C j j 6 (n ; 1) for every j = 1 : : : k and, moreover, if (C j C j+1 ) is a legal move then so
C k is therefore a calculation of the (n ; 1)-pebble game which, moreover, reaches a because a 2 b
A subdag E of a dag D is obtained by removing: (1) some of the arrows, and (2) some of the nodes together with all arrows adjacent to these nodes. We can identify a dag by its set of arrows.
The inward closure E] of subdag E of D is the least set of arrows such that: E] E f a ;! b 2 D j there is a node c such that c ;! b 2 E] g Nodes a and c in this de nition are not necessarily distinct. E is inward closed if E = E]. Lemma 2 If a dag D is accessible to the n-pebble game for some n > 1, then every inward closed subdag E of D is also accessible to the n-pebble game. Proof: Suppose D is in nite (the nite case is similar). Let X = D n E . Let C 0 C 1 : : : bea calculation that reaches all the nodes of D. Then (C 0 nX) (C 1 nX) : : : is a calculation that reaches all the nodes of E. Q.E.D. Lemma 3 is speci c to the dag B de ned earlier. On the dag B, the relation i ;! j coincides with i 6 j (there is a directed path, not necessarily a single arrow, from i to j). Let C be a con guration in B, i.e., C is here a nite set of natural numbers, and k > 0 i s a n i n teger. We de ne the k-neighborhood of C, denoted N(C k), as: N(C k) = fj j (9i 2 C f 0g) j > i and j ; i 6 k ] g N(C k) is clearly a nite set. We de ne the function on the natural numbers inductively:
(0) = 0 and (n + 1 ) = 4 (n + 1 ) ( (n) + 1 ) + 1 :
Lemma 3 Let C be a con guration of the n-pebble game on B, with n > 1. Every calculation of the n-pebble game on B that begins with con guration C can only reach nodes in N(C (n)). Proof: By induction on n. The lemma is obviously true for n = 1 . Proceeding inductively, assume it is true for any n umber of pebbles < n . Assume for a moment that the lemma fails for n. Then there exists a nite calculation in the n-game starting with C that reaches some k = 2 N(C (n)). Fix this k. Take the largest j 2 C S f0g such that j < k . Clearly, k ; j > (n) , and the set fj + 1 j + 2 : : : k g contains no element i n C .
Fix this j as well.
Let C 0 = C, a n d C i be the i-th con guration in the calculation . Then let 0 = , and i be without the rst i con gurations.
Further let m = d(k ; j + 1 ) =2e + j + 1 , and let F = fm m + 1 : : : k g. In other words, F consists of the second half of the sequence fj + 1 j + 2 : : : k g. It can be seen that F satis es the following properties:
no element o f C belongs to F , and bk=2c < m . Let`be the least index such that for every i >`, the set C i contains an element i n F. Clearly, the set C`; 1 contains no element o f F, and for every j 2 F there is an i >`such that C i contains j Fix this`. According to the rules of the pebblegame, in order to place pebbles on the elements fm m + 1 : : : k g, it is necessary to have pebbles on dm=2e ; 1 d(m + 1 ) =2e ; 1 : : : dk=2e ; 1. Let F 0 = fdm=2e ; 1 d(m + 1 ) =2e ; 1 : : : dk=2e ; 1g. It follows from the properties of`that for every j 2 F 0 there exists an i >`such that j 2 C i . Since every j 2 F 0 is less than m, w e m a y n o w apply Lemma 1. Thus there exists a calculation b in the (n ; 1)-game starting with the con guration b C`= C`n f mg which, in contradiction with the induction hypothesis, reaches nodes outside of N( b C` (n ; 1)). Indeed, all the elements in the set F 0 are reachable, while the cardinality o f the set F 0 is F 0 = jFj 2 > k ; j 4 > (n) 4 = 4n( (n ; 1) + 1) + 1 4 > n( (n ; 1) + 1) :
At the same time, N( b C` (n ; 1)) 6 n( (n ; 1) + 1): Q.E.D.
Theorem 4 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3 . It rst appeared in 7], stated di erently (Proposition 3, page 53), with a substantially longer proof (several journal pages). Theorem 4 B is uniformly locally nite w.r.t. bounded space, but not uniformly locally nite. Corollary 5 For every n > 1, the dag B is not accessible to the n-pebble game.
The following result follows from Lemma 2, Corollary 5 and the fact that the dag B is an inward closed subdag of the dag A. Theorem 6 For every n > 1, the dag A is not accessible to the n-pebble game. (Note, however, that A is not uniformly locally nite w.r.t. bounded space.)
A CFG of an In nite Index
Let G = (V X S P) be a context-free grammar, where V is the set of variables, X the set of terminal letters, S 2 V the start symbol,and P the production rules. For a word w 2 (V X) , we w r i t e V(w) for the word obtained from w by erasing all letters of X. The index of a derivation: D : S = w 0 ) w 1 ) ) w n = w in G is de ned by:
ind(D) = maxf j V (w i )j j i = 0 1 : : : n g where jV(w i )j denotes the length of the word V(w i ). The index of a word w 2 L(G) i n G is: ind(w G) = minf ind(D) j D : S =) w g The index of G, denoted ind(G), is the smallest integer n such that, for all w 2 L(G), ind(w G) 6 n.
If no such n exists, G is said to be of in nite index. The index of a context-free language L is: ind(L) = minf ind(G) j L = L(G) g Salomaa (see 15, 16] ) proved that the following context-free grammar is of in nite index:
S ;! SSj (S) j "
We p r o ve that the same result for a slightly di erent grammar e G:
S ;! (SS) j ()
We associate with the language e L generated by this grammar, the dag A of Section 4. If we consider the words of e L as nodes, and we place an arrow from v 2 e L to w 2 e L i w = ( vv 0 ) o r w = ( v 0 v) for some v 0 2 e L, then the resulting dag is clearly isomorphic to A (with () being mapped to a). This isomorphism between e L and A, together with Theorem 6, allows us to prove the following results in a straightforward manner.
Theorem 7
The grammar e G is of in nite index.
Proof: Consider a derivation D. We scan this derivation in reverse order (starting with the last production), and play a pebble game as follows:
If at the current step the derivation applies the rule S ;! (), we place a new pebble on a and say that this pebble corresponds to the occurrence of S.
If at the current step the derivation applies the rule S ;! (SS), the two occurrences of S on the right-hand side correspond to some two pebbles in A that sit on some t u 2 A, respectively.
We then place a pebbleonf(t u), and remove the two pebbles from t and u. The new pebble on f(t u) is said to correspond to the occurrence of S on the left-hand side of the rule.
It is clear that, as the result of this game determined by the derivation D, w e place a pebble on the isomorphic image of the word that D yields. It is also clear, that the number of pebbles used in the game is the index of the derivation D, p l u s 1 . A minor di erence from the de nition of the pebble game is that we d o a l l o w more than one pebble to be put on the same node. However, this can be straightened out very easily. The theorem follows. Q.E.D.
From his grammar result, Salomaa 15, 16 ] went further and showed using a simple argument that the language of well-formed sequences of parentheses is of in nite index as well. Using the same argument, it can be shown that our language e L is of in nite index.
Bounded vs. Unbounded Memory
A fundamental result about program schemes is that unbounded memory adds to the computational power of programs. 2 An early version of this result, comparing owchart schemes and recursive schemes, was rst proved by P aterson and Hewitt 12]. The result was later re ned and reproduced relative to other classes of program schemes.
We will be deliberately vague in de ning \program schemes". There are several closely related de nitions in the literature (e.g. see 5, 10] ), which all start from the same basic programming formalism, and gradually add to it various features such a s : non-determinism, recursive calls (with or without parameters, with or without higher-order parameters), counters, pushdown stores (binary and algebraic), arrays, and others. This same basic programming formalism is varyingly called: \ owchart programs", \regular programs", \while-programs", and \iterative programs", which are all assumed deterministic, and restricted to nitely many ground variables and atomic tests on ground variables. Let P be an arbitrary member from anyone of these classes of program schemes. We leave it to the interested reader to check, by going back to the relevant literature, that P can always be translated into a possibly in nite non-deterministic ifstatement, denoted eds(P ), written as a recursively enumerable sequence of \guarded commands" (to use a well-established notion in programming). We call a recursively enumerable sequence of guarded commands an e ective de nitional scheme, abbreviated eds, where all the guarded commands are written over the same nite ( rst-order) signature and nite set of ( rst-order) variables. The uninterpreted function and relation symbols appearing in P form a nite signature, which is also the signature of eds(P ).
Following common notation, e.g. see 4], we t a k e a guarded command as an expression of the form ' ! t, where ' is a quanti er-free rst-order formula and t is a rst-order term, both containing no free variable other than the input variables of P. We can therefore write eds(P ) = ( ' i ! t i j i 2 I ) where I is an r.e. subset of !. Let S = eds(P ). Assuming that P takes one input value, stored in input variable x, and returns one output value, 3 the interpretation of P (or S) in a rst-order structure M with universe M, denoted P M (or S M ), is the relation on M de ned by the possibly in nite disjunction: _ i2I ( ' i (x)^y = t i (x) ) in the structure M, i.e. P M = S M = f(a b) 2 M M j there is an i 2 I such that M j = ' i a]^b = t i a] g :
For this de nition to make sense, the signature of P and S is assumed to be contained in the signature of M. Likewise, the interpretation of a term t in a structure M is denoted t M .
With every rst-order term t we associate a nite dag, called dag(t), with as many nodes as there are distinct subterms in t. The input nodes of dag(t) are labelled with the variables and constant symbols appearing in t, and its single output node is labelled with the full expression for t. Put di erently, dag(t) is obtained from the parse tree of t by merging equal subterms. The pebble complexity o f t is given by: pebble(t) = min f n j dag(t) is accessible to the n-pebble game g : The pebble complexity of a guarded command ' ! t is: pebble(' ! t) = max f pebble(t) g f pebble(u) j u is a term appearing in ' g : The pebble complexity o f a n e d s S = ( ' i ! t i j i 2 I ) is: pebble(S) = lub f pebble(' i ! t i ) j i 2 I g :
We say that an eds S uses bounded space if pebble(S) < !. Otherwise, if pebble(S) = !, we say that S uses unbounded space. Let EDS denote the class of all e ective de nitional schemes. Let BOUNDED-EDS EDS be the subclass of eds's each restricted to use bounded space:
BOUNDED-EDS = f S 2 EDS j pebble(S) < ! g : An eds S = ( ' i ! t i j i 2 I ) unwinds in a structure M if there is a nite approximation e S of S, i.e. e S = ( ' i ! t i j i 2 J ) where J is a nite subset of I, such that e S M = S M . A structure M has the unwind property for a class S of eds's (or a class P of program schemes) if every S 2 S (or every S 2 eds(P)) unwinds in M.
We de ne a particular rst-order structure N with universe !, based on the dag B of Section 4.
We set:
where g : ! ! ! ! is the function: g(m n) = n + 1 if m = bn=2c, 0 otherwise.
The correspondence between N and B is the following. For all natural numbersm, n, and p, if p 6 = 0 t h e n g(m n) = p i there is an arrow from m to p and an arrow from n to p. Using the correspondence between N and B, Lemma 3 , and the simulation of \memory locations" by \pebbles", the following is a straightforward result.
Lemma 8 N has the unwind property for BOUNDED-EDS.
Proof: Let S 2 BOUNDED-EDS and S = ( ' i (x) ! t i (x) j i 2 I ). Assume I is in nite, otherwise the lemma is trivial. Let T be the following set of rst-order terms: T = f t i (x) j i 2 I g f u(x) j u(x) appears in ' i (x) i 2 I g :
Because S uses bounded space, there is n > 1 such that pebble(t) 6 n for every t 2 T. Given an arbitrary a 2 !, de ne the set T N (a) = f t N (a) j t 2 T g !. We view dag(t) as prescribing the moves of a ( nite) n-pebble game, where the initial con guration contains a single node (the value assigned to x) these are the moves (not necessarily unique) required to reach the output node of dag(t) with at most n pebbles. By Lemma 3 and the correspondence between N and B, the size of T N (a) is nite and independent o f a, namely jT N (a)j 6 N(fag (n)) 6 2 (n) + 2 :
(Review the de nition of N(C k) in Section 4 to understand the factor 2 in \2 (n)".) Put di erently, because B is uniformly locally nite w.r.t. bounded space, at most 2 (n) nodes are reached in the n-pebble game played according to dag(t), for all t 2 T and all initial con guration C = fag. As there are nitely many non-isomorphic partial substructures of N of size 6 2 (n), the desired conclusion follows. (We say \partial" substructures because we d o n o t require that their universe be closed under the function g.) Q.E.D.
Theorem 9 There is an eds b S 2 EDS not equivalent to any S 2 BOUNDED-EDS over N.
Proof: By Lemma 8, it su ces to de ne an eds b S that does not unwind in N. Let t 0 t 1 t 2 : : : be an in nite sequence of closed rst-order terms such that t N 0 = 0 t N 1 = 1 t N 2 = 2 etc. The desired b S is ( x = t i ! t i+1 j i 2 ! ). b S N de nes the successor function on !. Q.E.D.
Theorem 9 generalizes the Paterson-Hewitt result, which says that the class FC of owchart schemes is strictly weaker than the class REC of recursive schemes. If P 2 FC then eds(P ) 2 BOUNDED-EDS and, therefore, P unwinds in N. On the other hand, it is a straightforward programming exercise to write a R 2 REC such that R N computes the successor function on ! and, therefore, R does not unwind in N. 4 The analogue of the Paterson-Hewitt result for logics of programs appeared in 18] and 2, 3], which asserts that the \ rst-order logic of FC" is less expressive than the \ rst-order logic of REC". If P is a class of program schemes, the \ rst-order logic of P" is denoted by L(P). Brie y, L(P) is conventional rst-order logic to which we add a construct hPi with the meaning that \there is an execution of program scheme P 2 P after which the assertion holds". Hence, the symbols of L(P) are the usual symbols of rst-order logic (including function symbols, relation symbols,equality, quanti ers, etc.) in addition to the modal operator h i and the symbols of the programming formalism P. (Another modal operator ] is usually considered also, but we can take ] as an abbreviation for :h i:, just as 8 is an abbreviation for :9:.) Further details on \logics of programs" can be found in 5] and 8].
Let P and P 0 beclasses of program schemes. We say that the logic L(P) is reducible to the logic L(P 0 ), in symbolsL(P) 6 L(P 0 ), i for every formula in L(P) there is a formula 0 in L(P 0 ) such that and 0 are equivalent in all interpretations. We write L(P) < L (P 0 ) if L(P) 6 L(P 0 ) and L(P 0 ) 6 6 L(P).
The preceding de nitions extend in the obvious way to classes of eds's. The logics L(EDS) and L(BOUNDED-EDS) are therefore well-de ned, and it is meaningful to compare them. Theorem 10 L(BOUNDED-EDS) < L (EDS), i.e. L(BOUNDED-EDS) is strictly less expressive than L(EDS).
Proof: Since EDS (as well as BOUNDED-EDS) is closed under substitution, it is a trivial exercise to write an eds that uses the eds b S of Theorem 9, namely ( x = t i ! t i+1 j i 2 ! ), and de nes the addition relation x+y = z in N. Similarly, m ultiplication in N is de nable by a n e d s . As a matter of fact, all these eds's are very simple. Clearly then, the relations de nable by the logic L(EDS) in N are exactly the arithmetical relations (we h a ve shown the \at least" part, which is su cient for our argument, but the other direction is simple too using the fact that, by de nition, every eds is a r.e. sequence of guarded commands).
On the other hand, because every S 2 BOUNDED-EDS unwinds in N, every formula of the logic L(BOUNDED-EDS) is equivalent to a rst-order formula in N. Moreover, 0 and 1 are rstorder de nable (trivially) in the structure h! = + succ 0i of Presburger arithmetic, and so is our function g : ! ! ! !, because g(x y) = z () ( ( x + x = y _ x + x = y + 1 ) y + 1 = z )
Hence, the relations that are rst-order de nable in our structure N are also de nable in Presburger arithmetic, and these do not include all arithmetical relations. Q.E.D.
Conclusion
Theorem 10 is our version of the Tiuryn-Erimbetov theorem. It implies several well-known results in rst-order dynamic logic, such as Rec-DL > CF-DL, Array-DL > DL, Random-DL > DL, and the deterministic version of each of these inequalities. These results follow f r o m the fact that the schemes used in DL or CF-DL have only nitely many memory locations each, and can therefore besimulated by pebble games with nitely many pebbles. While leading to the same results, our analysis is signi cantly shorter and more straightforward.
Our de nition of a guarded command allows quanti er-free formulas only. Allowing arbitrary rst-order formulas to appear in guarded commands leads to the de nition of \elementary EDS", or EEDS. The bounded-space version of this class, BOUNDED-EEDS, imposes a bound on the quanti er-depth of formulas, in addition to bounding the pebble complexity of terms. These classes are somewhat exotic, as it is questionable whether they continue to re ect intuition of e ective computations.
Nonetheless, all our results, including Theorem 10, can be proved for elementary schemes and logics. For instance, to prove Lemma 8, observe that in a rst-order formula of pebble complexity n, e a c h quanti er can be bounded by the distance 2 (n) from the preceding variables. Therefore, any bounded-space elementary eds, with a bound k on quanti er-depth, is equivalent to a boundedspace eds (already quanti er-free) with 2k (n) new free variables under a substitution that replaces the new free variables with expressions of the form x + i or x ; i, for some old free variable x and a constant i 6 2k (n). This new eds unwinds in N, and this implies that our original elementary eds does.
